
Flatshare is a good way to save money , learn Chinese a

15006480550
路路路33路
Qingdao,  Shandong  266000

Price:  ¥1,500.00    Size: 1000 SqFt

1 Beds   1 Baths    Apartment

Taxes: ¥ 0.00

Property Description
Flatshare is a good way to save money , learn Chinese and make Chinese friends in Qingdao .

In fact , many Chinese wanna share their apartments with foreigners , so do foreigners , the
precondition is that the sharing apartment is very clean and tidy , and all the tenants should have
the habit of keeping the apartment neat and tidy , the reason I mention it is that most of the
sharing apartments suck in Qingdao , for example , a two bedroom will be devided into three or
four rooms , no living room , sometimes no kitchen , many tenants share the bathroom , it is
cheap (600-800 rmb per month ) , but no foreigners like this type ----we are not rich , but at least
not that poor . In this case , you should rent a good sharing apartment , at least the apartment
should keep the original structure , no unreal bedroom , only the real bedrooms , sharing the
living room , kitchen . that means , sharing a two bedroom apartment with only one person(or a
couple) , or sharing a three bedroom apartment with two people(or two couples) , then if the
roommates are very clean and tidy , this sharing apartment is perfect , even a little more
expensive (1200-1600 rmb per month ) , but it is worth .
In this kind of apartments , you can enjoy your life , make friends with your Chinese roommates ,
learn Chinese with their help , sometimes do some cooking together .
I can find some good young Chinese who wanna share their apartments for you , if you like this
way of living in Qingdao , call me ,you will find what you want .
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